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I. Summary of Work Accomplished

One of the principal objectives of the research is to understand the relationship between the measured geoid and gravity anomalies and bathymetric anomalies. The principal approach was to use the Haxby-Ockendon-Turcotte (HOT) geoid formula to relate the oceanic geoid to the structure of the oceanic lithosphere. Significant progress has been made on correlating geoid spectra with bathymetry spectra. Various models for relating bathymetry to geoid have been applied to this problem from uncompensated topography to partial compensation at a variety of depths. Two lengthy papers summarizing a wide variety of results were published (1,2).

A second objective of our research was to develop a fundamental understanding of the morphology of the sea floor. This research followed two lines, the first used synthetic stratigraphy in order to understand how continental margins evolved and the second used the fractal character of the spectrum of oceanic bathymetry and oceanic geoid in order to better understand fundamental origins of bathymetry and geoid anomalies.

A series of papers on the morphology of sedimentary structures in the oceans have been published. These include our basic outline of synthetic stratigraphy on passive continental margins (3), our studies on the formation of coral reef terraces (4), the sedimentation associated with the erosion of an ocean island (5), and our studies of prograding river deltas (6).

We have carried out a variety of studies concerning the fractal nature of the sea floor. Spectral analyses of bathymetry generally yield a power law dependence on wave number; this is associated with fractal behavior. The slope gives the fractal dimension and the amplitude is a measure of roughness. In our studies of digitized bathymetry (SYNBAPS) and digitized geoid, we have obtained maps of fractal dimension and roughness amplitude. The roughness amplitude has considerable variations and is a promising parameter for the quantitative classification of sea floor morphology.
Significant variations in the fractal dimension are also found. The mean fractal dimension for 2-D Fourier spectral studies is near $D = 2.1$, for 1-D Fourier spectral studies the mean fractal dimension is near $D = 1.5$, close to the Brown noise value. Both of these values are consistent with results obtained previously. It is concluded that 1-D spectral studies do not represent the true fractal dimension of bathymetry. This result is confirmed in synthetically derived images. This work has been presented (7) and is being written up.
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